"... but it’s the dented old pot in which [Mom] made spaghetti sauce that everyone wants for sentimental reasons."

Who Remembers When Sandwiches Were Wrapped In Waxed Paper?
DO YOU REMEMBER

THESE BOOTS?

When I was a kid

this is how we
made a playlist.
WHO KNOWS
WHAT THESE ARE?

WHO REMEMBERS
THIS PULL TOY?

Who had school lunches on these kind of trays?
Who remembers checking out books the old fashioned way?
Do you remember this?
BACK IN MY DAY
THIS WAS GOOGLE

Who remembers?
SLAMMING YOUR BUTT ON
THE GROUND WHEN THE
OTHER KID JUMPED OFF
Remember this feeling?
Do you remember this candy?

WHO REMEMBERS USING THIS...

TO OPEN THIS.
WHO REMEMBER THESE?

WHO REMEMBER THIS SMELL?
Being a badass smoking candy cigarettes in the old days.

DO YOU REMEMBER?
LIKE IF YOU REMEMBER MAKING MONEY FROM COLLECTING, & RETURNING BOTTLES?
WHO REMEMBERS PLACES CALLED "RECORD STORES"?

A CARDBOARD BOX...

BEST TOY EVER!!!
DO YOU REMEMBER FORMICA TABLES?

REMEMBER THEM?

Dick  Jane  Sally

Spot  Puff  Tim
CHILDHOOD MEALS,
EAT IT OR GO WITHOUT

Was this true in your house?
REMEMBER WHEN HOSPITALS USED TO LOOK LIKE THIS?
WHO REMEMBERS?
WHO REMEMBERS
THEIR MOM'S BUTTON BOX?

WHO REMEMBERS
THIS SHOW?
American Bandstand

Do you remember?

Soul Train

“old school meal”
Have you ever eaten this?

Yes or No

Madly Odd!
LIKE if you remember the "scary-go-round"

This thing spun kids into nearby trees,
but this is what you call
OLD SCHOOL fun.
WHO USED THIS IN SCHOOL?

A&W ROOT BEER STAND WHO REMEMBERS?
WHO REMEMBERS HAVING TO GET YOUR FILM DEVELOPED?

WHO HAS RIDDEN ON A BANANA SEAT?
WHO REMEMBERS DRINKING TANG?
Who is old enough to remember when...

You needed two keys for one car?
DO YOU REMEMBER THIS?

Kids today will never know the joy of finding money in the coin return.

Madly Odd!
WHO REMEMBER THESE?
REMEMBER THIS?

WHO REMEMBERS THESE??
DO YOU REMEMBER OPENING A CAN WITH A KEY?

WHO REMEMBERS?
Who remembers...
Playing Jacks?

REMEMBER THESE?
WHO REMEMBER
PUBLIC TELEPHONE BOOTH?
Who remembers waiting until after 7 pm to call long distance, because it was cheaper?

WHO REMEMBERS BAZOOKA BUBBLE GUM!!!
WHO REMEMBERS
MICKEY MOUSE CLUB?
DO YOU REMEMBER THIS
Remember this?

AGE TEST
Share if you know what this is.
REMEMBER HIGH SCHOOL HOME EC CLASS?

ANYONE EVER EAT AT A WOOLWORTH'S LUNCH COUNTER?